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Breast Pad Ever Review
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This post contains a liate links. You can see my full disclosure here. I received a free pair of The Breast Pad Ever in exchange for an honest

review.

Before I gave birth to my daughter, I didn’t really understand why a nursing mother might need breast pads. But then my milk came in

(hello, overnight leakage!), and suddenly, I was on the hunt for the perfect breast pads. I honestly don’t know if the perfect breast pad

exists, but The Breast Pad Ever is pretty darn good.
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I’d tried other reusable breast pads, but was frustrated that I had to change them whenever they got wet. I was going through several

pairs a day. That isn’t cheap or good for my ever-growing laundry pile! Plus, wet nursing pads just feel gross.

But that’s why The Breast Pad Ever is so unique. You can squeeze the milk out of them when they get wet and then re-use them right

away. Their spongey-ness makes it easy to wring them out and pop them right back in your nursing bra. You don’t feel the sticky, cold

dampness that you feel with other pads. The thickness of the pads means they won’t bunch up. Plus, they give you a nice shape and slight

lift.
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I did nd that they were a little too thick for use with my underwire nursing bra. They gave me a little too much oomph, if you know what I

mean! However, they were perfect for my wireless nursing bra and my sleep nursing bra. No more waking up in the middle of the night

with a soaked shirt and sheets!

The kind people at My Milkies are o ering my readers a 10% o  coupon for their nursing products. Just use coupon code BPE10 when you check

out. The Breast Pads Ever are also available on Amazon.
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